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ABSTRACT: Universities have two main roles: education and research. There must be an interaction and balance between these two roles so that the university can progress. It is of great importance to study the research obstacles in all fields of study. The researchers in these fields have the responsibility of understanding these obstacles. This survey was conducted in 2014. A search was conducted in available scientific databases in Iran such as SID, IranMedex, Medlibe, Google Scholar and Pubmed. The following keywords were used in the searching process: professor, professors, faculty, student, students, nurse, obstetrician, employee, medicine, medical sciences, research, study, research project, obstacles, deterrent and Iran. 34 papers were found, six of which were eliminated in the end. Organizational barriers had the most impact on professors' reluctance toward research. Among the students, nurses and obstetricians, both organizational and personal issues played a role. Although, in this limited research, organizational factors were more dominant. There is a need for more research on this topic in other universities of the country as well, without the restrictions of the previous studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Universities have two main roles: education and research. The educational role is more involved in consuming science rather than producing it. On the other hand, the research task is generally in pursuit of producing science and the required information and solving the problems in the society. Universities, as the most important research centers in every country, play a major role in the progress of research in a country. The desired development can be achieved through research in accordance with the requirements of the society. Thus, there must be an interaction and balance between these two roles so that the university can progress (1) (2).

One of the problems in the research system of our country is a lack of correspondence between research activities of the professors and their other activities, especially the educational ones (3). The more the faculty members from various scientific areas in a country can provide their services with better quality, the faster that country will progress and develop (1). In Iran there are no faculty members and professors assigned exclusively to education or research and the research activities of faculty members are overwhelmed by their educational activities, causing a decrease in the amount of such activities (4).

In different studies in Iran, academic ability of the professors and having access to research facilities are mentioned as factors influencing the students' inclination for research (5).

Some studies point out the increase in the amount of paper submission and science production of the professors and the universities in Iran in various reputable journals during the past years. (6) (7) Iran had the largest growth in science production in the world in 2012 and in total, it ranked 17th in science production (8). However, there are still numerous organizational or personal restrictions in the research in Iran. (9) (10) (11) (12) It is of great importance to study the research obstacles in all fields of study. Researchers are required to use their and other researchers' experiences to uncover the weaknesses and shortcomings of their field of study and help with its progress (13). Many obstacles are known to have caused the lack of research in some of the universities of the country. In general, they fall into two categories: organizational and personal barriers (14).
In other countries, the studies mention many reasons for lack of research among the faculty such as lack of time, professional occupations, low income, unfamiliarity with statistical methods, small financial support, limited access to workshops and etc. (15)

This paper illustrates the study conducted in Iran on faculty member and students' reluctance to do research.

### Research Methods

This survey was conducted in 2014. A search was conducted in available scientific databases in Iran such as SID, IranMedex, Medlibe, Google Scholar and Pubmed. The following keywords were used in the searching process: professor, professors, faculty, student, students, nurse, obstetrician, employee, medicine, medical sciences, research, study, research project, obstacles, deterrent and Iran. The studies included in this survey were conducted between 2001 and 2001. All of the studies that discussed research obstacles in medical science universities (professors, students, staff and students) were included in the survey. The studies with no specific results or only general results were eliminated from the survey. At first, 34 papers were included, six of which were eliminated in the end. The studies had used questionnaires for data collection.

1. **Professors**

Mohsen Rezaieyan et al. conducted a study in Rafsanjan University of Medical Sciences and concluded that organizational and administrative factors played the most important role in doing or not doing research. Personal issues (lack of time, having many occupations, feeling indifferent about research) ranked next. The professors of this university suggested removing the administrative obstacles in order to encourage research (11).

Monireh Sereshti et al. conducted a study in Shahrekord University among the professors and the staff and concluded that personal issues such as not motivating the researchers, lack of time, having many occupations, cumbersome administrative requirements, not applying research results, inability to translate Persian papers into other languages had the highest impact. Inability to use computers and uselessness of the research for the patients were considered to have the least impact. In general, the impact of organizational barriers were higher than individual ones (16).

Mehralizade et al. studied the attitude of the professors of Semnan University of Medical Sciences toward research and student research. They defined low material worth of research, high teaching hours, working in personal offices, having managerial jobs, long administrative procedures of research and not allocating the budget on time as the most important detected obstacles in student research, in decreasing order (17).

In Lorestan University of Medical Sciences, Badrizadeh et al. concluded that among individual factors, lack of time due to heavy teaching load and social and executive responsibilities prevented research the most. Lack of skill in writing paper and editing proposal causes the least prevention. Among organizational factors, the following have the highest impact: strictness in granting approval to the projects the researcher is interested in and cumbersome administrative requirements, long procedure of granting approvals to research projects and not enough privileges for researchers. The problems regarding statistical result extraction, moral restrictions of research and requiring the researcher to apply a specific method and framework have the least impact (18).

Alamdari et al. studied research obstacles in the universities of Yasooj. The professors of the University of Medical Sciences composed 55.2% of the participants of this research. Among personal factors, lack of time and having many occupations had the most impact and indifference toward research had the least impact. Among organizational and administrative factors, lack of required facilities and equipment and cumbersome administrative requirements on doing research had the most impact and moral barriers and having access to sample had the least impact. In general, the impact of organizational obstacles were higher than individual and personal ones (19).

In Urmia University of Medical Sciences, Salem safy et al. concluded that organizational obstacles prevented researching more than personal ones. Among personal research obstacles, higher priority of treatment of patients compared to research, lack of time, heavy teaching load and lack of research skill had the most impact and lack of English knowledge, social occupations outside of the university, indifference toward research and domestic occupations had the least impact. Among organizational obstacles, lack of research-oriented courses, lack of access to consultants, lack of facilities and equipment had the most
impact and lack of research-assisting experts, receiving the project budget step by step and low income had the least impact (20).

In Hamedan, Mahjoob et al. concluded that among the fundamental sciences professors, lack of English knowledge is the major reason for lack of research. Among the clinical studies professors, having many educational, teaching or treatment occupations is the major reason for lack of research. Lack of required collaboration between members of clinical studies and fundamental sciences in doing research jointly is one of the factors that prevent researching. It is clear that personal obstacles have more impact on lack of research than organizational ones (9).

In Gilan University of Medical Sciences, Farmanbar et al. concluded that organizational and administrative obstacles have higher impact on reluctance toward research than individual obstacles. However, among assistant professors and higher, organizational obstacles had higher impact and among lecturers, personal obstacles such as low motivation had higher impact (21).

In Shiraz, Karimian et al. concluded that financial and scientific obstacles were the most and least important reasons of professors' reluctance toward research, respectively (22).

In North Khorasan, Hejazi et al. concluded that organizational factors such as digital information resources and research rules and requirements were among the reasons of lack of research and that personal obstacles were of less importance. Finally, they determined that the professors' attitude resulted from the newly established university (23).

In Zahedan, Karimi et al. concluded that personal factors were not very important in preventing research and organizational factors (the procedures for reviewing and approving the research projects), economic-financial, facilities and equipment and social had an impact on reluctance toward research in decreasing order (24).

In a research conducted in Iran University of Medical Sciences, Zohur et al. concluded that organizational obstacles had more impact than personal ones. Among organizational factors, lengthy procedure of reviewing projects was the most important factor (25).

In Isfahan University of Medical Sciences, regarding research obstacles among the managers, faculty and experts, Kianipour et al. concluded that the following factors had an impact on reluctance toward research in decreasing order: little communication between the researchers, faculty's lack of time due to educational occupations, lack of research assistance policies and lack of research budget (26).

In another research, Hajisalehi et al. studied research obstacles from the viewpoint of faculty members of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences. Lack of time and having many job-related occupations (personal obstacles), cumbersome administrative requirements, lack of optimal application of research results, lengthy procedure of approving research projects (organizational and administrative obstacles) were considered as the most important reasons of lack of research (27).

In Kerman, Sabzevari et al. studied the factors affecting lack of research from the viewpoint of the faculty of the universities in Kerman including Kerman University of Medical Sciences. They concluded that personal obstacles were more important than organizational and administrative ones (10).

In Hormozgan University of Medical Sciences, Abedini et al. concluded that personal obstacles (lack of time and having many occupations) had more impact on reluctance toward research than organizational obstacles (teaching many courses, lack of facilities and equipment and cumbersome administrative requirements regarding research projects) (28).

In the state of Ardabil and among its universities including University of Medical Sciences, Dadkhah et al. concluded that among personal obstacles, job-related occupations had the most impact and among organizational obstacles, low research income compared to the time spent and lack of required research facilities and equipment were the major reasons causing organizational obstacles. (29)

In Qom, Darabi et al. concluded that from the viewpoint of the faculty members and researchers of Qom University of Medical Sciences, administrative requirements, lack of research budget, heavy workload, lack of motivation and individual skills were the major reasons for lack of research. Organizational obstacles played a stronger role in preventing research than personal ones (30).

In the study of Kourki et al. in Hamedan, having many educational, teaching or treatment occupations were considered among the main reasons and obstacles ahead of original research projects, reporting the results as papers and long period between submitting a paper and its printing in Persian scientific journals ranked next.
They finally concluded that a combination of personal and organizational obstacles led to reluctance toward research (12).

2- Nurses and Obstetricians
In teaching hospitals of Shiraz, Hoseininasab et al. concluded that among individual obstacles, lack of time and having many occupations had the highest impact, and lack of English knowledge had the least impact. Among organizational obstacles, not being motivated by the officials and moral restrictions had the most and least impact on reluctance toward research, respectively. They determined that the impact of individual and organizational obstacles was equal (31).

In a study on the nurses and obstetricians of Shahrekord hospitals, Sereshti et al. concluded that lack of time and having many occupations, lack of facilities and equipment, and lack of access to consultant were the most important reasons and indifference toward research and uselessness of research were of the least importance. In general, organizational obstacles had more impact on reluctance toward research than the individual ones (32).

Regarding nurses’ reluctance toward research in Kerman hospitals, Sharifi concluded that in general, nurses have little inclination for research. Factors such as heavy workload of the nurses due to lack of enough human resources and not allocating official time for research activities prevented research (33).

In Tabriz, Valizadeh et al. concluded that lack of enough facilities for realizing research findings, lack of cooperation from the doctors in employing the results of nursing research and nurses' lack of time to study previous research were among the reasons for lack of research. In general, the impact of organizational obstacles were more than the individual ones (34).

3- Students
Changizi Ashtriani et al. studied the research obstacles from the viewpoint of ordinary and talented students in Arak University of Medical Sciences. They concluded that lack of English knowledge and lack of access to appropriate research consultants were among reasons for reluctance toward research. They suggested increasing the financial support and removing the organizational obstacles such as requirements (35).

In Arak University of Medical Sciences, Anbari et al. studied the reasons for lack of research from the viewpoint of researching and non-researching students and concluded that lack of educated research assistants, lack of application of research results in the society, unfamiliarity of the students with digital libraries were the most important reasons for lack of research. Researching and non-researching students considered organizational and personal obstacles as the major factors in reluctance toward research, respectively (36).

Nikrooz et al. studied the factors preventing execution of student research projects from the viewpoint of the students of Yasouj University of Medical Sciences. Regarding personal obstacles, lack of skill and knowledge of research methodology were the most frequent. Among organizational obstacles, lack of access to consultants, weak consultants and lack of facilities and equipment were the most important reasons. In this research, personal obstacles were more important than the organizational ones (37).

Regarding the attitude of students toward research in Qazvin University of Medical Sciences, Javadian concluded that from their viewpoint, mismanagement, lack of research budget, lack of motivation and lack of facilities consisted the most problems of educational system research area (38).

Mazloomi Mahmoodabad et al. conducted a study in Yazd, in which the average score for organizational obstacles regarding lack of research was higher than the personal ones. Personal obstacles were more common among women compared to the men (39).

Discussion
In general, in the studies conducted on the professors, the studies, which considered the impact of organizational obstacles was higher, were more frequent than studies that considered the impact of individual obstacles was higher. Among personal obstacles, lack of time and having many occupations were considered as the most important factors and among organizational factors, cumbersome administrative requirements and financial support were the most important ones. Lack of financial resources is considered as one of the personal obstacles for providing a part of costs of living or increasing the income of the studied individuals specially the doctors. It seems that research centers must increase the financial support of the researchers.

In India, Alamdari et al. consider lack of time and clinical occupations as factors influencing professors' reluctance toward research (15). In Pakistan, Sabzwari et al. consider lack of learning
and research education as factors influencing professors' reluctance toward research. (40)
Among the students, and the nurses and obstetricians, both organizational and personal obstacles were involved. In these limited studies, organizational factors had a more important role. Regarding the students, it must be remarked that either they are not aware of the advantages of education or they do not pay attention to them. (letter to the editor) Among other reasons between the students specially the top ones, being occupied with the curriculum can be mentioned.
In Sweden, Bostrom et al. defined not being close to individuals skilled in research and some organizational obstacles such as lack of facilities as influencing factors (41). In China, Wang et al. considered lack of research knowledge as the most important reason for the nurses' reluctance toward research (42).
There might be a relationship between obstacles and gender. Since although in some of the studies, organizational obstacles had a higher impact, individual obstacles had more impact among the females (39).
In some cases, university type, that is inclusion of tuition (like international units) or exclusion of tuition (public units) had an impact on the inclination for research (29). In addition, moral obstacles have little impact on reluctance toward research.
Some of the studies mentioned having many educational occupations or lack of a research unit in the educational system. One suggestion is including the research-oriented courses in educational curriculum in the university in order to involve both the professors and students in research. Research education methods such as student mentorship programs and many other ones can be used to promote the research culture. In general, it is recommended to develop a new idea to determine the educational and research responsibilities of the academics.
Some of the studies discuss the lack of knowledge regarding the various research stages as a reason for reluctance toward research. It is recommended to establish an institute in universities for activities such as research and statistical consultation for paper writing and consultation regarding paper publication. In medical sciences, all stages of research must be considered, for example, the problem of technical translation which is apparent among academics. Having access to information resources is one of the requirements of a proper research that must be facilitated.
Some of the studies consider lack of communication among different parts of the university as one of the reasons for lack of research. It is recommended to establish a research relationship between various groups such as doctors, nurses, the staff, students and etc., which might result in the progress of Medical Sciences.
Regarding reluctance toward science production and research, it is important and must be considered that lack of science production in each field will destroy it or decrease its progress rate (31). It points out that each field must realize and resolve its own obstacles and requirements.
Not being able to study the situation of the professors, students, nurses and obstetricians in all universities of the country was one of the restrictions of this research. The professors in other universities of the country must be studied as well in order to provide comprehensive results. The research was also limited regarding the students, nurses and obstetricians. The studies must be conducted at a broader level in order to emphasize the results in the country.
In the studies conducted on the professors, fundamental sciences professors were neglected and mostly clinical professors were considered. The professors in other fields were rarely discussed. Since some studies were conducted on all of the universities in a state and they have not studied the universities of Medical Sciences exclusively, their results are not reliable for the universities of Medical Sciences.
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